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Abstract. Multi-agent simulations aim at representing the dynamics 
of complex systems as resulting from multiple interactions between au- 
tonomous entities including their own perception of local environment. 
From our point of view, this approach would also require to take into 
account individualized perception of time. In this paper, we propose a 
new way to implement time distribution in multi-agent systems by asso- 
ciating to each agent his  own time and rythm to achieve h i s  own actions. 
Our synthetic examples are extracted from our specific research project, 
dealing with a simulator of irrigated systems, where the paraUeIism of 
physical processes appears to be an important component of reality. 
Keywords: multi-agent simulation, time-representation 

1 Introduction 

The ideas we deal with in this paper come from the reflexion we follow within 
the framework of our research project. The latter consists in the integration of 
different viewpoints on the future of the same geographical region (namely the 
Ngalenka region in the North Senegal where new irrigated areas are being devel- 
oped) with regards to the evolution of both ecological land quality (soil salinity, 
numerical hydrodynamical models, qualitative thresholds on salt contents, etc) 
and land assessment (empirical rules of prescribed land use, etc). Some of these 
models already exist and have been developed with different time steps. Other 
ones are being formalized and their most convenient time step is not'known yet. 
We have chosen to adopt an outsider point of view of the region we work on. 
This in order not to promote a single mono-disciplinary and specific point of 
view against another one. Our simulator has first represented the main natural 
objects recognized simultaneously by the multidisciplinary research team work- 
ing on the area, and we are going on associating progressively to these objects 
the specific models that rule their interactions at the scale of our study, whatever 
their time step is. That is why we look for the most flexible representation of 
time which will provide the most adaptable way to introduce, as one goes along, 
new components and new scenarii of future land and water management. More 



generally, this paper focuses on time definition, modelisation and management in 
multi-agent simulation of natural systems. In the first part, we explore different 
aspects of the time representation issue in the field of multi-agent simulation. 
Then, we show how one of these aspect (management of'different rhythms) is 
presently addressed in our application. Finally, the third part resumes a more 
general discussion on rhythms multiplicity and variability. 

2 The question of time in multi-agent simulation systems 

The representation of time issue in computer simulation is complex. Different 
notions of time coexist. Moreover, there are different ways of managing the 
temporal progression of the simulation. We can add to that the problem of the 
diversityqnd the variability of the temporal resolution that endow the simulated, 
processes. 
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2.1, Notion of real time, virtual time and computation time 

In the simulation field, let us distinguish three notions of time : 

- there is the real time which is the time in which the real phenomena are 

- there is the virtual time which is the representation of the real time by the 

- there i s  the computation time which is the real time that the simulator has 

observed. 

simulator. 

taken to built its result, the execution time. 

When a spatial cover for forest growth simulation displays a snapshot r e p  
resenting the forest at the 10th year, it is said that this 10th year belgngs to 
the virtual time, because it has not really happened in the reality, ìt is a view 
of what the simulator has calculated to happen according to given assumptions. 
The virtual time is also called simulation'time. It could also be called simu- 
lated reality time because it is defined to represent the time going on in the real 
world. In the following of the paper, we will use the term virtual time as it is 
often employed in the literature. 

t& 
2.2 Two ways of implementing virtual time in a multi-agent 

simulation system 

The simulated system is in general associated with a virtual clock that indicates 
how far the simulation has progressed (the virtual time). This virtual clock 
can advance in regular time intervals or in irregular time intervals [GD95]. Any 
dynamical simulation can be considered as a succession of state changes of the 
simulated world, each of these states associated with a virtual date of the world. 
This virtual time progresses in a discrete manner, from one step to another, 
in a continuous linear space of time, the computation time [CH97]. There is 
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one absolute rule that a simulation must follow : it is the causality rule which 
stipulates that the future of the virtual world cannot have influenced the past. 
That means when one event causes a second event, the latter must be processed 
after the first one in the computater time. ' 

Simulation directed by clock. In a simulation directed by a virtual clock, 
the virtual time is discretised in a certain number of identical interval sizes. 
The interval size is called time-step. The representation of time is symbolized 
by one virtual clock of reference that constitutes the mover of the simulation 
and allows the starting of any action from any agent in the simulator. In this 
case, the time approach is a topdown one. At every time-step, there may be 
no action to perform, only one action or many actions to perform. In the latter 
case (many actions), each action is so associated with the same virtual date. The 
simulator must ensure that the order in which each action is performed will have 
no influence on the future of the virtual world (synchronous system). Ther is 

RIVAGE [PC97], MANTA [DCF93]), because it is the easiest one. But this 
representation of time is efficient only if each component is known a priori, since 
one has to choose the step time of the simulator as the smallest time interval 
among those associated with every agent. This search for the lowest common 
denominator in time scaling is similar to the search for the finest spatial grid in 
space representation. The definition of a single relevant time step is not so easy 
as noticed by LePage[LG97]. This point will be discussed later in the paper. 

a lot of multi-agent simulators that cope with time in this way (for example: P 

Simulation directed by events. In a discrete event simulation (DES), the pro- 
gression of the virtual time depends on the event occurrences that are triggered 
with a precise virtual date which allows to sort them. With this approach, when 
there is an inactivity period, the simulation goes directly to the next significant 
event. It is the synchronization kernel that manages all the events that happen 
in the simulation. Its role is important especially when several events have been 
triggered at the same date, to manage the simultaneity (virtual parallelism). 

Distributed discrete event simulation. In a distributed DES, the simulated world 
is modeled as a group of communicating entities, referred to as Logical Processes 
(or LP). Each LP maintains a local virtual clock that defines the virtual time 
for that LP (LVT) and the LPs operate as distinct discrete event simul&ors, ex- 
changing event information if necessary [Rad97]. The simulator itself will be as- 
sociated with a global virtual time (GVT). Distributed DES attempt to achieve 
computer parallelism that is to execute events in parallel computation time. 
The main problem is to ensure that no causality error occurs. To overcome this 
problem, synchronization between the LPs can be either conservative [Mis861 or 
optimistic [Jef85]. 

Conservative synchronization 
Under conservative synchronization, events are processed by each LP only when 



it can guarantee that no causality (out of order) violation will occur. To make 
sure that only safe events are processed, all LPs that contain no safe event must 
be blocked which can potentially lead to deadlock. To prevent deadlock, two 
kinds of methods have been developed : 1) deadlock avoidance methods and 2) 
deadlock detection and recovery methods. The latter have the advantage of be- 
ing easy to implement, but they can not exploit full parallelism of system : LPs 
behave over pessimistic if the causalities are not frequent [GD951 

Optimistically synchronized simulation 
Here the occurrence of causality errors is allowed. To satisfy the causality con- 
straints, some mechanism to recover from a causality violation is defined. The 
best known is time warp. In time warp, any LP with an event to process is al- 
lowed to run without consideration of the progress of the other LPs. Since some 
LPs will prbgess ahead of others at any given computation time, it is possible for 
a LP to receive an event from the past, violating the causality constraints of the 
simulation. In order to recover, the LP receiving these straggler messages must 
rollback to an earlier local virtual time and re-process events in their correct 
order. Time warp exploits full parallelism of systems : if causalities are frequent, 
the time warp can be more efficient. Nevertheless, this kind of protocol is hard to 
implement and to debug because they require complex manipulations and data 
structures [Rad97], [GD95]. 

Virtual clock and computer clock. In these two ways of implementing the 
time in a simulation system, the virtual time is always defined as independent 
of the computation time. One can imagine to define a virtual time progression 
founded upon the computation time (e.g. by means of a proportionality coef- 
ficient). One can see such a method used in some of the examples illustrating 
threads use in [Lea97]. It would be interesting to go further with such approaches. 

2.3 Multiple variable time-steps or coexisting rhythms 

In our project, we are concerned with the coexistence of many different rhythms. 
The dynamical processes have been modeled according to their rapidity and the 
frequency of the actions and the events which compose them. The process of 
evapotranspiration of the culture is a very slow process that we have to link with 
the irrigation process which is much faster. Moreover, these physical processes 
may change their rhythm according to external conditions. For example, water 
will flow faster through the soil according to the height of the water charge put on 
the ground. Holding on the variability and the diversity of coexisting rhythms is 
independent of the way virtual time is implemented (by clock or by event). It is a 
general modelling issue that would need the definition of a computational theory 
[Mar77]. Here the question is to dynamically define and control the time-step of 
the simulation or to manage the way the events are generated. 
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3 Time representation .in our application 

Time representation in the present version of our system can be put among the 
conservative protocol of synchronization. As a matter of facts, only safe actions 
are processed, all LPs that contain no safe event are blocked until the others LP 
reach the corresponding virtual time. 

The simulator is composed by different types of entities. There are passive 
entities (e.g. irrigated area) which state evolves according to lhe action of natu- 
ral phenomena (rain, climate changes) or human actions (land use or irrigation 
decision). There are active entities (like natural phenomena, human decisions) 
that modify the world either by their own will or according to physical determi- 
nation. These natural phenomena and human actions modify the system entities 
state by triggering processes like percolation, evapotranspiration or irrigation. 

For us, a computer process will be a representation of the dynamics which 
can describe either a natural physical process or a human action taking. Each 
process acts via the entities methods that are in the world. It starts or ends 
because of some events which represent special state changes of the simulated 
world. Entities and processes are endowed by their own independent life rhythm. 
The passive entities just update their virtual time. During its cycle, one system 
component will achieve its set of tasks. When bhese tasks are completed, it goes 
forward to the following time lag and increases its own life time, whatever the 
other ones are doing meanwhile. To ensure the causality coherence of the system, 
we work on two levels : 

- we implement scheduler mechanisms to synchronize components which share 

- we link different scheduler mechanisms to build a global virtual time. 

' 

the same virtual periodicity time, 

3.1 Own time definition 

Each system entity is endowed with an own-time attribute . This attribute value 
indicates to the agent its actual virtual date. The entity is associated with a 
scheduler to whom the entity asks to update its date. The scheduler will respond 
to  its demand after all the entities that are associated with it have done the same 
demand. Here our scheduler plays the role of a conservative LP. In a Petri net 
representation, the behaviour of a scheduler can be represented as on figure 1. 

3.2 Relating different own times 

In order to define a global virtual time, we use mechanism between schedulers. To 
simplify the problem, we first assume that relations between different rhythms 
can be materialized by a proportional number. The global virtual time corre- 
sponds to one central entity local time, here the irrigated area time, because 
almost all the processes act on it. 

Theoretically, all the time schedulers are linked with the time scheduler of 
the irrigated areas following the synchronization mechanism represented on the 

'& 



Fig. 1. Petri representation of a scheduler behaviour 
T1: waiting for the LPs demand ; T2: one time-step progressing ; T3: releasing of the LPs 
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figure 2. But as some entities synchronize themselves to others when they process, 
we choose to link some schedulers to others whose entities interact. This in order 
to allow more flexibility. We have implemented this time representation on a 
clay model built in Java with the thread mechanisms after a first reflexion on 
the subject. This first clay model considers the rhythms fixed for good. 

4 Taking account of the variability and the diversity of 
the rhythms when simulating heterogenous processes 

In a parallel direction to the time representation that we are implementing, 
there is another fundamental issue concerning the introduction of variability 
rhythm concept. Generally, the entities, or processes are equipped with an own 
rhythm that never changes. We have found that under certain circumstances 
it is necessary to add another mechanism to change the entities rhythms. As 
a matter of facts, the process rhythm represents the time-step associated to a 
significant action of the process on the world. Thus it may change according to 
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Fig. 2. Synchronization between schedulers 
When shedulerEntityTypeB changes state to Sbl,  
it can choose between two alternatives : to fire Tb2 
or to f i e  Ta2. The link between schedulerEntityTypeA 
and SchedulerEntityTypeB represents the fact that 
schedulerEntityTypeA associated period unit corresponds 
to N schedulerEntityTypeB associated period unit, 
where N is the proportional number materializing 
the relation between the two rhythms. 

the state of the world. For example we can mention the model of water flow in 
soil ruled by Darcy-Richards differential equation that describes water transfert 
between the soil surface and the watertable [PLG97]. The numerical solving of 
this model by finite differences involves both the spatial discretisation of the soil 
in a set of superimposed layer and a time discretisation. The times#,ep of this 
numerical model has to  be chosen depending on the input boundaries &ditions 
that the model is going to process. If the water which arrives on the soil has a 
very high rate, the model is endowed with a rapid timestep in order the water 
flow not to jump a layer that is not the closest. If this would happen, the model 
outputs would be biased. 

The rate of water that arrives on the soil surface is controlled by the ir- 
rigation process which is triggered by the GIE will (the Economical Interest 
Group composed by cultivators). Since the latter can change it.is important to 
be able to automatically adapt the water flow model rhythm when needed. Con- 
versely, it can also be important to be able to adapt the periodicity or rhythm 

, 
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of decisional processes in order to hold on a priori unknown events that would 
be triggered by physical processes, for example., to bring moreover water when 
evapotranspiration has been more important than expected. 

4.1 

The processes thad represent the dynamics of the system can be classified in two 
types. 

Different types of processes to integrate 

There are the continous processes often described with continuous models. 
These models are built with mathematical formula like differential equations. 
They oftenrepresent physical processes. When they are implemented in a 
simulation tool, there are associated with a period of discretisationor rhythm 
which Gan be determined by a sensibility analysis, according to the user 
choice &at can be more or less relevant as regards the system dynamics. 
Some processes are intrinsically dicrete so they are described with models 
that use their intrinsical rhythm. Human actions are often represented with 
discrete models. For example, the GIE's meeting that start different actions 
on the world (choice of a new culture, choice of the perimeters that will be 
irrigated). 

4.2 Toward an intelligent control of the periodicity of the processes 

Considering the above classification, we claim that there exists at least one type 
of processes or active entities whose rhythm is a variable that one could find 
interesting to control. We think that this control could be efficiently achieved 
by the use of control agents that would encapsulate the active entities. These 
agents would have the general charge of directing the active entities behaviour. 
In doing this, they would have to know how the other control agents direct other 
active entities. They would have to be endowed with an internal representation of 
these others control agents (especially an internal representation of their control 
capacity). They would also have to be able to communicate with them. For 
example, to ask them to change their own rhythm when they detect significative 
changes in the actions of their own process. So the agent notion takes all its 
meaning. The agent is nor really the physical entity nor the process that rules it. 
It is rather the computational agent that realizes these dynamics [TPC97]. This 
kind of mechanism would allow the genericity of our tool. The reflexion must 
be deepen further in relation with the work that has been already done in the 
mu1 t i-agent architecture field [GBD97], [GB92]. 

5 Discussion and Conclusion 

Multi-agent systems put emphasis upon interchanging asynchronous messages 
between agents. The latter are so granted with a temporal autonomy (at the 
level of computation time) generalizing that of the actors (cf. [Bri89], won921) 



When multi-agent systems are used to simulate conversations between lin 
divduals within a group of human beings, this asynchronous feature of mes- , 

sage interchanging among 'pure communicating agents' is very convenient, as 
in [MIT92]. Simultaneity is not the crucial point, and we can easily manage it. 
Controling interchange is carried out by protocols of interaction, and beyond 
that, by mechanisms of internal reasoning within the very agents, without con- 
sidering any explicit time managing. 

However the agents encounter the time question as soon as they have to face 
a partially changing environment, which evolves independently and introduces 
temporal constraints. This is the case, for example, when we link a multi-agent 
system with a real time system [OD96]. The agents have thus to account ex- 
plicitly for time. That is why questions about temporal logic are so abundantly 
treated in the literature ([Wer96], [WooSS]). 

In the field of multi-agent simulation applied to natural physical or biological 
systems, the explicit representation of time becomes essential. We have to model 
the true parallelism of nature, the simultaneity and the different rhythms that 
we observe. We think that the representation of time (as well as the representa- 
tion of space) deserves special attention, as far as the notion of environment is 
studied. 

In our approach, we consider the world as a set of parallel processes , each 
one having a specific behaviour, a specific time rhythm, and possibily a specific 
spatial resolution. In the same way as the spatial resolution means, for spa- 
tialised processes, the distance scale from which spatial heterogeneity becomes 
significant, the time rhythm means, for dynamical processes, the scale of time 
lag needed by a given process to execute a significant and observable action, as 
far as the other interacting processes are concerned. 

In this paper, we have presented some general principles as regards time 
implementation that we begun to conceive and test in the framework of our 
simulator concerning the evolution of a complex set of irrigated areas. For the 
moment, our implementation of time representation doesn't take account of the 
variability of the different rhythms. Neverthless, it enables subsequent inputs 
of new entities associated with yet unknown own times, without ,modifying the 
existing scheme. Our current reflexion turns on how to hold on va"riabi1ity and 
diversity of rhythm in a generic way. 
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